WESTERN PROVINCE PREPARATORY
SCHOOL
Choose to make every day a great day. Find ways to play. When interacting with others,
stay focused in order to be present. Find someone who needs a helping hand, a word of
support, or a good ear – and make their day.
17 July 2020

Newsletter

From the Deputy Headmaster’s Desk
LIFE IN THE TIME OF CORONA
Since the onset of COVID-19 and the wearing of masks, I have
come to question that the eyes are the windows to the soul
(unless perhaps you already have a connection with that person).
Being new at Wetpups, relying on eye contact alone, and missing
out on the finer nuances of a wry or mischievous smile has made it
somewhat of a challenge to determine the personalities of the
boys with whom I have been in contact. But, while it might take a
bit longer, the connection will come as no mask can prevent us as
humans from making meaningful connections. Having said this,
observing the boys’ interactions with the staff with whom they are
familiar, it became clear that while sanitsing your hands and
wearing masks all the time to prevent the virus from spreading, it
does not eradicate the bond there is between a teacher and a
student. While there had been much debate about the reopening
of schools, the sincere interest and care for the boys and the
social interactions between boys and boys and teachers and boys
can not be disregarded - even with 1.5m of physical distancing at
all times.
The virus does not distinguish between class, race, gender, or age,
which made me realise again that we are all the same, despite our
differences. I would like to believe that we have become more
compassionate and understanding of others, and can only hope
that we learn from this crisis to judge or compare less hastily, and
realise that we are all in this together.
Despite the frustrations and challenges we face with the current
situation, I hope that the lessons we are learning about
mindfulness, compassion, and gratitude (to mention but a few)
will continue beyond the duration of the virus and that we take
less for granted and are grateful for more.
In the meantime, the WHO suggests that we are empathetic
towards those who are affected, respect others’ views, avoid
stigmatisation, and remain hopeful and positive - important life
lessons regardless of the crisis we currently face.
KANDAS BOTHA

Please see this letter from One to One convenor, Albert Glass.
Dear fellow community spirited Capetonians
ONE TO ONE DAY FAIR FOR THE INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED IS
CANCELLED THIS YEAR.
As we all know, Covid-19 has turned all our lives upside down very
quickly and very dramatically! Our whole world has changed, and
we are uncertain about what lies ahead in the next few months.
Sadly, what we do know for sure is that this year’s muchanticipated event is going to have to wait until next year. Unfortunately, the current Lock Down Alert regulations prevent this kind of
gathering, so the organisers have no choice but to cancel this
year’s One to One Day Fair.
Notwithstanding the above, the cancellation of the annual event
has not dampened the enthusiasm of the ONE TO ONE organisers
who are pleased to announce the launch of the 2020 ONE TO ONE
COVID 19 HEALTH INITIATIVE in an attempt to alleviate the plight
of the vulnerable communities in Cape Town in coping with the
pandemic.
For the past 39 years, service organizations and community spirited bodies and other social groups have combined resources in
convening a special day for in excess of 3400 participants, of fun
and laughter exclusively for the intellectually disabled and disadvantaged citizens of Cape Town.
Our aim this year is to collect and distribute 10,000 BARS OF SOAP
and 10,000 litres of SANITISER and other items to assist our patrons in maintaining an acceptable level of healthy lifestyle …
hopefully with your support.
We hope and trust that this special appeal will be sympathetically
received. Please take care and stay safe, stay strong and above all
stay healthy.
Sincerely
ALBERT GLASS - Project Convenor

Term Dates 2021
Term 1: Wednesday, 13 January - Friday, 26 March
Term 2: Tuesday, 13 April - Thursday, 24 June

Wetpups has participated in the One to One initiative for many
years, and we would like to continue to offer our support, albeit in
this alternative format. To this end, we would like to appeal to all
our families to help us collect soaps and face cloths or towels,
which we will contribute to the “2020 ONE TO ONE COVID-19
HEALTH INITIATIVE”.

Term 3: Tuesday, 20 July - Friday, 1 October
Term 4: Tuesday, 12 October - Thursday, 2 December

There will be boxes placed at each of the screening stations,
please could boys drop their contributions here when coming into
school.
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Term Dates 2021
One to One
Thought for the Week
Scholarships Grade 4
Monday Morning at Wetpups
St Andrew’s Information Evening
Grades 6 and 7 Artwork
Tuesday Morning Exercise

Lunch Box Still - Christopher McLagan - Grade 6

Lunch Box Still - Oscar von Ruben - Grade 6

Thought for the Week
“Reflect upon your present blessings, of which every man has
plenty, not on your past misfortunes, of which all men have
some.”
English novelist Charles Dickens (1812-1870)
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Monday Morning at Wetpups
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Grades 6 and 7 Artwork

Lunch Box Still - Connor Clark - Grade 6

Sean Pickford - Grade 7

Lunch Box Still - Gordon Alexander- Grade 6

Heath Williams - Grade 7

Lunch Box Still - Fred Verster-Cohen - Grade 6

Samuel Hosking - Grade 7
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